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Indispensable at school, at work, or in the home, this one-stop Spanish grammar guide includes

examples and exercises that address every common grammar question. Features include â€¢

in-depth coverage of each of the grammatical categories: noun, adjective, article, verb, pronoun,

adverb, preposition, and conjunction â€¢ practice exercises â€” with solutions â€” to reinforce

grammar knowledge â€¢ an appendix of spelling rules and verb conjugation charts â€¢ lists of

commonly misused words: for example, porquÃ©, por quÃ©, porque, por que.Una obra ideal para

iniciarse y recordar la gramÃ¡tica, con todos los temas importantes de la gramÃ¡tica espanola:

sustantivos, adjetivos, artÃculos, verbos, pronombres, adverbios, etc. Un apÃ©ndice de reglas

ortogrÃ¡ficas y un apartado de sintaxis.Â·FonÃ©tica y fonologÃa (estudio de los sonidos

representados en letras).Â·MorfologÃa (estudio de las palabras): accidentes gramaticales, el

sustantivo, el adjetivo, el artÃculo, el pronombre, el verbo, clasificaciÃ³n de los verbos, el adverbio,

la preposiciÃ³n, la conjunciÃ³n, la interjecciÃ³n. Â·Sintaxis: elementos bÃ¡sicos, elemento de la

oraciÃ³n, la oraciÃ³n compuesta, etc.Â·ApÃ©ndice de: ortografÃa, conjugaciÃ³n de

verbos.Â·Ã•ndice de conjugaciÃ³n de verbos Â·Ã•ndice AnalÃtico Â·Gran cantidad de ejemplos

con el espanol de hoy.Â·Listado de palabras que presentan dudas, ej: porque, por que, porquÃ©,

por quÃ©.Â·Ejercicios y respuestas para practicar y reafirmar conocimientos.
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I always had a problem with Spanish grammar. Now I am taking a grammar class and I really



needed a book that could save me the time of having to look up all of this online. This book did just

that! I really like the layout of all the chapters and the exercises.

Native speaker here and this was exactly what I wanted. Something with solid information on

grammar from the basics to advanced. Great exercises and valuable concepts. I wonder if they

have more grammar books in other languages! :)

I can't praise this book enough. It is the best. Be forewarned: This book is completely in Spanish, so

it's not for absolute beginners. However, if you have the basics under your belt then I would

recommend this book above all others to continue your studies of Spanish grammar. The

explanations are clear, and the authors are obviously passionate about language - it's contagious!

In addition, the format of the book is superb. It is easy to find things and follow along. The book also

has two outstanding Appendices. The first address orthography, and the second outlines the 72

different verb patterns along with a huge list of common verbs with numbers to let you know which

pattern that verb follows. To put the icing on the cake, the size of the book is perfect, making it much

more portable than most books of its kind. It's like the size of a French-style school notebook. I love

it!

I love this little book, spanish is my native language but I have been so long in this country that I

have forgotten a lot of the rules of my language. I used to be very good in spanish and I had good

spelling and good composition skills. This book has been very helpful in refreshing my memory and

also very helpful in a translation I am doing from English to Spanish.

I am a sixty-six year old CEFR level B1.1 student. This book is written in Spanish. I am able to read

this book with a little help from a spanish dictionary smart phone app. The writing is clear and

concise. The usual Spanish book immediately inundates the student with the verbs. This book starts

with phonetics then moves to morphology. There it deals first with nouns then adjectives, articles,

pronouns and then the verbs. I actually enjoy studying because this book helps me understand why

the language is as it is rather than merely recounting grammar rules and vocabulary.

I would say, that a typical Spanish speaker who wants to improve his or her Spanish would require a

more guided introduction into the grammar of the Spanish language. While this is a good book to

own, it is not the first one I would buy.



Written ALL in SPANISH, therefore you need to be able to read Spanish in order to understand it. It

does help you to PRACTICE your Spanish though!!

as well as dictionaries. It is a well known established firm. I suggest that you avoid buying these

books in the street because they are not the real thing. Usually pages are missing, the quality is

terrible, in other words, they are plagiarism. I doubt that Larousse will sell or authorize their products

to be sold in the streets.
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